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ABSTRACT  
 
Hilyatul Jannah. 1135030105. Relative clause in Jakarta Post city and national 
articles. Thesis, English Language and Literature Department, Faculty of Adab 
and Humanities. State Islamic University Sunan Gunung Djati. Supervisor: 1. 
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One item of grammar in English is a relative clause. In order to help 
students analyze the relative clause, the research analyzes the types of relative 
clauses, and functions of relative pronouns in the city and national article in the 
Jakarta Post. This research aims to answer two formulation of the problem, 
namely: (1) what are type of relative clause in sentences in city and national 
article in the Jakarta Post, (2) what is the function of relative pronouns in reltive 
clause in sentences in city and national article in the Jakarta Post. To get answers 
from problem formulas, this reseach uses the theory of Thomson and Martinet to 
answer types relative clause and functions of relative pronouns. This research uses 
qualitative research methods. The data are taken from Jakarta Post articles. Then 
grouped by type and function. From the analysis, it is found that 36 relative 
clauses taken from the 23 articles consist of two types of relative clause and 3 
function relative pronoun. Two types of relative clauses consist of 11 data of 
defining relative clauses and 23 non defining relative clause data. 3 function of 
relative pronoun consist of 17 data function as subjects, 1 data functions as object 
and 2 data function as possessive. This analysis concludes that the articles that 
have been analyze, mostly use non-defining relative clause types and function as 
objects.  
